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QUESTION 1

You want to create an Essbase cube using a MaxL script. This is the content of the Max! script: 

You saved the script file locally as cubeBuild.mx1, uploaded it to the cloud service, and executed a "MaxL script" job
type. The job failed. What is the problem? 

A. Only one MaxL statement per script is allowed. 

B. It is an invalid script file. A script file must be saved with a .msh extension. 

C. It is an invalid MaxL statement. "Create or replace database" Is not supported. 

D. MaxL scripts are not supported. 

E. It is an invalid job type. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When you create a service, a diagnostics ZIP file is uploaded to your cloud storage location. Where can you find this file
if your issue requires further diagnosis? 

A. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_provisioning_failure logs folder. 

B. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_failure logs folder. 

C. Go to your cloud storage and locate the service_provisionfng logs folder. 

D. Go to your cloud storage and locate the provisioning_failure logs folder. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/analytics-cloud/acsam/troubleshooting.html#GUID-
943811F1-8253-4B55-B91B-3D5720A6B60B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are trying to get a quick view of the number of orders placed without having to create a project. In the "What are
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you interested in" field of the home page, you enter the search string Number of Orders and BI Ask search returns a
visual of 

order numbers. 

Select two options that describe what occurred, 

A. The indexes that BI Ask uses to search are corrupt and cache needs to be cleared. 

B. BI Ask used fuzzy logic to determine that you really wanted a list of the order numbers and complied. 

C. There is no metric defined with the name Number of Orders. Resubmit the search using a wildcard. 

D. There is no metric defined with the name Number of Orders. Resubmit with another variation of the name (for
example, # of Orders) and see if results are returned. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding the ways in which Oracle Analytics Cloud provides self- service data
preparation capabilities? 

A. The Oracle Data Integrator tool used for extraction, load, and transformation of data is a foundational component of
the Oracle Analytics Cloud and is essential for data preparation. 

B. Join rules for mashing up data from relational sources and delimited flat files can only be defined within the Oracle
Analytics Cloud Data Modeler. 

C. Data flows within the data preparation feature of Data Visualization can be used to extract, wrangle, and format data
content from all supported data sources to create data sets upon which visuals may be constructed. 

D. Data sources can include application tables, data warehouses, data lake reservoirs, delimited flat files, and Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets in the .xlsx format. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is false regarding arrangement of visuals on a canvas? 

A. Visuals can be stacked one on top of another. 

B. Visuals can be arranged vertically, one visual beside another. 

C. Visuals cannot be arranged automatically. 

D. Visuals can be arranged horizontally, one visual above another. 

Correct Answer: C 
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